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PowerupMobile.com Reveals HTC HD2 Pre-Order Deals on Vodafone and T-Mobile

Edinburgh, United Kingdom, 7th October 2009 – PowerupMobile.com has revealed  availability

and pricing information for the highly anticipated HTC HD2 Windows Mobile device on the
Vodafone and T-Mobile network. Customers can compare HTC HD2 deals via the

PowerupMobile.com web site which was updated in the early hours of the morning, with the
option to pre-order from one of the companies retail partners.

The HTC HD2, whose launch was announced yesterday, was expected to debut on the O2

network after appearing in their October catalogue, however, the device is currently not yet listed
on the O2 online shop.

“It is early days yet and I expect many more retailers and networks, including O2 to list prices in

the coming weeks”, notes Jeff Shillitto, Managing Director of PowerupMobile.com. “I am however
surprised and delighted to have discovered deals for this device so quickly after following the

build up to the official launch over the last few days” he adds.

The price comparison site is currently comparing over 200 tariffs for the device, only four of which
offer the device free of charge. Customers can expect to pay around £40-£45 per month for 18-24

months with unlimited texts and internet to receive a fully subsidised handset. It is also available
for £494.99 on a Vodafone Pay as You Go tariff.

All tariff information is available at the following URL:
http://www.powerupmobile.com/tariffs-2-684.htm

PowerupMobile.com is a mobile phone price comparison site, based in Edinburgh - owned and

run by entrepreneur Jeff Shillitto.  The company specialise in comparing contract and sim free

deals on PDA’s (Personal Digital Assistant), smartphones, high end mobile phones and mobile
broadband to both consumers and businesses. Effectively,  weighing up different deals through

the comparison process can save consumers money,  which is  highly beneficial  in the current
economic climate.
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